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What 30K Looks Like in the 350K Neighborhood

You pass dime bags around the table, 
your still-dirt-smudged hands staining 
the money that's pressed into your palms.
You say you’re a grower. A giver. Most people 
we know just call you a good high. You call me 
baby with sweat and hemp on your breath 
and I believe you. At night we go driving,
smearing headlight colors across the mailboxes
of houses we will never live in. Not quite
white picket fences so much as gates
which need passwords to be opened 
and sprawling lawns, even and made up
of rolling hills. Too well manicured to justly
be the size they are. You exhale fruity vapor
into the air between us, grinning at me as you
do, like I should be thankful for the homemade hotbox.
When your pod runs dry you ask me for mine
and cuss into the air, still strawberry-saturated
when I tell you mine is dead too.
We wind up in a house with a big pantry
and a kitchen so nice the countertops
look like white chocolate melting
over the cabinets. I use the bathroom
and it has a beach theme. Soap carved
into little seashells and a lighthouse
painted on the wall. I want to ask
you why we’re here but you jack up 
prices for the party favors and I already know. 
This is where I wanted to grow up 
to be. A house with vaulted ceilings
and no space left for need. And these kids,
with their vineyard vines sweatshirts
and their genetic wealth, are still who I grew
up to be. Just in the back of your car drinking
watered down McDonalds soda, instead of in
their carpeted basements cutting lines
on pool tables. We go back to your place
and your fingertips decide which way the joint 
rolls. And it’s no hazy suburban daydream but you tie 
the stems of cherries in my mouth which must count 
for something. I’d smoke cumulus clouds 



across the sky if it meant we’d get to see them, 
but nobody like us has ever dictated the weather 
with dip tucked in their gums, so I think the best I can do 
is to shred rolling paper and sprinkle it 
across the cat-piss carpet like snow.
 


